
Outdoor Safety Convex Mirrors

Durable Weather-Proof Convex Mirrors for
Pedestrian and Workplace Safety

Outdoor Convex Mirrors are designed to be extremely durable and weather-
resistant, making them perfect for use in a variety of outdoor applications,
including road and pedestrian tra�c, distribution depots, shopping centres, and
parking areas. With their unbreakable polycarbonate face and highly visible
orange visor, our safety mirrors offer a wide �eld of view that allows drivers
and pedestrians to easily spot potential hazards and obstacles.

Our convex mirrors come complete with both wall and post mount brackets,
giving you versatile installation options. Plus, if you need additional wall mount
brackets, they can be purchased separately.

At Barrier Group we understand the importance of pedestrian and vehicle
safety in outdoor environments. That's why our mirrors are a safe and reliable
choice for busy workplaces and parking areas.

Code Image Product Name

MC1000OD Convex Mirror 1000mm Outdoor

 1300 55 33 20

Polycarbonate Mirror Face

Weatherproof and Durable

Hi-Vis Orange Protective Visor

Wall & Post Mount Brackets Included
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Stainless Steel Safety
Mirror

Indoor Safety Mirrors Hi-Vis Round Safety
Mirror

Dome Safety Mirror Hi-Vis Roundtangular
Safety Mirror

Code Image Product Name

MC450OD Convex Mirror 450mm Outdoor

MC600OD Convex Mirror 600mm Outdoor

MC800OD Convex Mirror 800mm Outdoor

Description: Outdoor convex mirror.

Material: Polycarbonate face with high visibility orange visor.

Diameter: 450 to 1000mm.

Arilla Village

Kardinia Park Trust

PETstock Retail Pty Ltd
 I have trouble backing out of my driveway. Can I install a convex mirror and pole on my nature strip or do I need council approval for
that?

 What’s the difference between polycarbonate and stainless steel Safety Mirrors?

 We are currently compiling a list of additional services that might apply to this product.

Related Products:
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How do dome mirrors work?

What is the cost of implementing a
racking protection system?

Are there any regulations regarding the
installation of safety mirrors in Australia?
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What are safety mirrors used for in
Australia?
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